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1.  Consensus on a framework to study participant responses to interactive  
 art is needed. (chapter 2)

2. Co-creation with nursing home residents requires great creativity from  
 the designer. (chapter 3)

3. When interacting with interactive artworks, human-to-artwork responses  
 are more commonly seen in nursing home residents than 
 human-to-human responses. (chapters 4, 5 and 6)

4. Engaging nursing home residents in interactive art requires   
 (considerable) effort from care givers (chapters 4, 5 and 6)

5. Studying the responses of people to interactive art is necessary to  
 understand what conditions need to be met to be able to experience an  
 interactive artwork in different contexts.

6. Complex and challenging projects in elderly care require interdisciplinary  
 teams in research, education and practice. (valorization addendum)

7. The essence of art is the experience.

8. Without the right context “art” is not recognized as such.

9. A failed experiment has the highest learning efficiency.

10. It is a fundamental right of everyone to experience beauty. 
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